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Buckling vs. particle desorption in a particle-covered
drop subject to compressive surface stresses: a sim-
ulation study
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Predicting the behaviour of particle-covered fluid interfaces under compression has implications in
several fields. The surface-tension driven adhesion of particles to drops and bubbles is exploited
for example to enhance the stability of foams and emulsion and develop new generation materials.
When a particle-covered fluid interface is compressed, one can observe either smooth buckling
or particle desorption from the interface. The microscopic mechanisms leading to the buckling-to-
desorption transition are not fully understood. In this paper we simulate a spherical drop covered
by a monolayer of spherical particles. The particle-covered interface is subject to time-dependent
compressive surface stresses that mimic the slow deflation of the drop. The buckling-to-desorption
transition depends in a non-trivial way on three non-dimensional parameters: the ratio Πs/γ of
particle-induced surface pressure and bare surface tension, the ratio a/R of particle and drop
radii, and the parameter f characterising the strength of adhesion of the particle to the interface.
Based on the insights from the simulations, we propose a configuration diagram describing the
effect of these controlling parameters. We find that that particle desorption is highly correlated
with a mechanical instability that produces small-scale undulations of the monolayer of the order
of the particle size that grow when the surface pressure is sufficiently large. We argue that the
large local curvature associated with these small undulations can produce large normal forces,
enhancing the probability of desorption.
1 Introduction
Particles of intermediate wettability can strongly adhere to the
surface of droplets or bubbles2 3 4 5, forming a semi-solid “skin"
that changes the mechanical and mass transport properties of the
fluid interface. This modification can have macroscopic, leading-
order effects. For example, the presence of the particles can im-
prove the stability of foams and emulsions6, slow down phase
coarsening in multiphase mixtures7, and alter the permeability
of the fluid interface4.
A measure of the ability of a solid particle to adhere to a fluid
interface is the single-particle adsorption energy, i.e. the work re-
quired to remove a particle from a fluid interface in the absence
of other particles. For chemically homogeneous particles residing
on a flat fluid interface, the single-particle adsorption energy is
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Fig. 1 Dissolving air bubbles covered with microparticles of different
sizes. Top: buckling for a/R = 0.0012. Bottom: desorption for a/R = 0.03
(From Ref. 1). The parameter a/R is the ratio between the radius of each
particle and the radius of the bubble.
given by ∆E = πγa2(1−|cosθ |)2 3, where a,γ and θ are the parti-
cle radius, the surface tension of the bare fluid interface and the
contact angle, respectively. The single-particle adsorption energy
is often compared to the thermal energy kT to determine whether






















































a particle will reside in the fluid interface or desorb. The typical
argument, suggested by the literature on molecular surfactants,
is that a particle can be assumed to be irreversibly attached to the
fluid interface when ∆E kT 2. However, this argument does not
take into account that the particles can be pushed out of the fluid
interface by the interaction with other particles1,8–10. Such effect
of particle desorption caused by inter-particle interactions and the
work done by particle-induced surface stresses can in principle oc-
cur whenever the particle-covered interface is locally compressed
due, e.g., to a change in volume or shape of the region enclosed
within the fluid interface11,12.
An alternative outcome of the compression of a particle-
covered interface is the occurrence of monolayer buckling (some-
times also referred to as crumpling in the literature). For particle-
covered bubbles and drops subject to quasi-static deformations,
buckling leads to the appearance of smooth wrinkles having am-
plitude and wavelength comparable to the drop or bubble radius
R. The macroscopic appearance of buckled particle-covered drops
and bubbles is similar to that of a buckled continuous shell, but
the discrete nature of the particles makes the analogy valid only
qualitatively. For example, the dependence of the buckling pres-
sure on R for particle-covered drops and bubbles is different from
the one expected from the classical theory of elastic spherical
shells13,14. Identifying the parameters controlling the emergence
of particle desorption instead of smooth buckling could open up
interesting applications such as triggered particle release from
coated bubbles for biomedical applications1 or on-demand desta-
bilisation of particle-stabilised foams.
Systematic experiments examining the transition between
buckling and particle desorption in the limit of quasi-static de-
formations are limited to Langmuir trough experiments on flat
particle-covered interfaces9,10. These investigations reveal that i)
desorption is sensitive to local particle configurations and “de-
fects” in the monolayer packing, and ii) the contact angle of
the particle plays an important role in the buckling-to-desorption
transition as it determines how strongly the particle is attached to
the fluid interface. Experimental studies on buckling and collapse
of drops or bubbles covered with non-cohesive particle mono-
layers under slow, quasi-steady compression of the particle layer
have mostly focused on the change in morphology of the particle-
covered interface and how such morphology depends on the pres-
sure difference ∆p across the interface13–18. As for an elastic
shell, the shape of the particle-laden interface changes at a criti-
cal value of ∆p (and therefore, equivalently, at a critical value of
the average surface pressure of the particle-laden interface). The
critical value of ∆p producing a non-spherical interface and the
post-buckling morphology was found to depend on a/R13,14,16: a
transition between a morphology presenting smooth wrinkles and
a morphology presenting flat facets occurs for a/R in the neigh-
bourhood of 0.113,16. In these studies particle expulsion was not
the subject of the investigation. However, it was noticed that for
values of ∆p just above the critical value the particle layer dis-
played small, O(a), displacements about the average position of
the fluid interface13,14. This small-scale feature was found to be
important to explain the effective resistance of the particle layer
to lateral compression as well as its buckling behaviour.
Simulations of buckling of particle-covered drops or bubbles in
which the discrete nature of the particles is captured are a few and
limited to relatively large values of a/R. A well-resolved simula-
tion is that of Abkarian et al.16, who used Surface Evolver to sim-
ulate a drop or bubble (gas compressibility effects were not dis-
cussed in the paper) covered with spherical particles for a/R' 0.1.
These authors found that, in keeping with experimental results,
for a/R' 0.1 the particle-laden drop/bubble presented flat facets
when ∆p was increased above a critical threshold (here we take
∆p to denote the difference in pressure between the outside and
the inside of the interface). The extremely high resolution em-
ployed in this simulation allowed the authors to prove that the as
the drop/bubble volume was reduced, the fluid interface between
the particles started to curve inward after near maximum pack-
ing was achieved. The change in morphology of drops covered
with homogeneous and Janus particles for a/R = 0.1 and subject
to volume reduction was studied by Dissipative Particle Dynam-
ics in Ref.19. These simulations include Brownian fluctuations.
It was found that for chemically-homogenous spherical particles,
the volume reduction of the drop leads to a particle-covered drop
that looked macroscopically spherical, except for the formation of
small scale layering of the particles and the presence of localised
out-of-plane particle displacements. It was also found that the
inclusion of chemical heterogeneity of the particle surfaces had a
dramatic effect on the post-buckling shape of the drop. A two-
dimensional phase-field simulation of a drop covered by slightly
non-spherical particles, for a/R roughly equal to 0.15, suggest
that when the pressure difference across the interface ∆p = 0, the
particle-laden drop is in a metastable configuration and many dif-
ferent drop shapes are possible depending on the history of defor-
mation20. To the best of our knowledge no simulation work has
explored the range a/R = 0.01−0.1.
A potentially important parameter controlling the buckling-to-
desorption transition is the size ratio a/R. Partial evidence of this
effect is given in figure 1, from Ref.1. This figure shows an ex-
periment in which a bubble covered by a (nominally) monodis-
persed monolayer of hydrophilic polystyrene microparticles is
slowly compressed. The surface compression is obtained by in-
creasing the solubility of the gas in the liquid1, which produces
an outward flux of gas and a reduction in bubble volume. In
the case illustrated in the top panel, in which a/R = 0.0012, the
compression of the monolayer produced by the shrinkage of the
bubble gives rise to pure buckling. In the case illustrated in the
bottom panel, in which a/R = 0.03 the particles instead are seen
to desorb from the surface of the bubble, eventually accumulating
at the the bottom of the container (for t = 840s). While several
factors could potentially play a role in the observed transition
(e.g. differences in contact angle, polydispersity, etc.), the size
ratio could be important even in the situation in which the other
factors are negligible.
In this article, we study the transition from buckling to desorp-
tion by modelling a spherical drop covered by a monodispersed
monolayer of spherical particles and subject to compressive sur-
face stresses, focusing on the range a/R = 0.01− 0.1. The sim-
ulations are carried out with FIPI21, a numerical method that
we have developed recently. In the simulations the strength of






















































interparticle repulsive force is modulated in time to determine
compressive surface stresses. The time-dependence is sufficiently
slow that the deformation is quasi-static. For numerical reasons,
the particle interactions are modelled by soft repulsive forces,
but the main results are applicable to the limit “steric” repulsion
due to granular contacts. We follow the time-dependent mor-
phology of the fluid interface and of the particle monolayer, and
examine the local particle dynamics, by changing the following
non-dimensional parameters: the size ratio between the parti-
cle and the drop a/R, the non-dimensional parameter f quantify-
ing the strength of adhesion of the particles to the fluid interface
(this parameter is independent of the particle size) and the non-
dimensional ratio between the surface pressure Πs and the bare
surface tension γ. Our simulations suggest that desorption can be
a result of a small scale monolayer shape instability which may
not be easily observed in experiments, pointing to the importance
of microscopic rearrangement on the macroscopic dynamics.
The computational model proposed in the current paper is
meant to mimic the driven deflation of a particle-covered drop
due to e.g. to mass removal from a portion of the drop bound-
ary13, evaporation or osmotic pressure differences (as in dissolu-
tion or osmotic shock experiments), in the case quasi-static limit
of extremely small deformation rates and therefore negligible ef-
fect of fluid stresses on the interface shape. If compressibility ef-
fects are neglected, our results are also valid for bubbles. Relevant
experiments are those in which the volume of a drop or bubble
decreases due to mass transfer to the external phase driven by un-
dersaturation. Examples include buckling of nanoparticle-coated
droplets upon addition of undersaturated continuous phase22
and destabilisation beyond dissolution arrest of particle-coated
bubbles when undersaturation is induced by a change in temper-
ature1.
A reason for the focus of previous simulations on relatively
large values of a/R is the extremely large grid resolution required
to capture accurately the small interfacial deformations between
the particles. Explore realistic values of a/R (significantly smaller
than 0.1) while exploring the parameter space reasonably well
requires accepting a partial resolution of interfacial distortions at
the particle level. This is the approach we have taken in the cur-
rent article. The results are a first step towards more accurate
simulations.
Ours appears to be the first systematic investigation of the tran-
sition between buckling and desorption using a simulation. Be-
cause in our work the rate of drop deformation is small (quasi-
static deformation), viscous stresses do not play a role in setting
the morphology of the interface. Provided that incompressibility
and gravitational effects are comparatively small in comparison
to effects due to interfacial mechanics, the result presented in the
current article could thus be equally applicable to particle-covered
droplets and particle-covered bubbles.
2 Computational Model
The simulations were performed with the Fast Interface Parti-
cle Interaction (FIPI) method21. FIPI is a mesoscale simulation
method for particle-interface interaction problems that enables to
simulate a large number of particles interacting with fluid inter-
faces of complex morphology. The method has shown to accu-
rately capture particle-induced interfacial stresses21. FIPI cou-
ples a standard convective Cahn-Hilliard equation to a momen-
tum equation for the fluid modified to account for the forces ex-
erted by the particles on the fluid and on the fluid interface. The
use of a phase-field formulation is not an essential feature of the
FIPI method. In principle, FIPI can be adapted to any method that
treats surface tension effects by amending the right-hand side of
the Navier-Stokes equation with forcing terms.
The Cahn-Hilliard equation for the phase field variable φ reads
∂φ
∂ t







− λ∇2φ is the chemical potential, λ is a
numerical parameter proportional to the surface tension, and ε is
a parameter defining the thickness of the fluid interface and M is
a mobility parameter. All these parameters are standard in Cahn-







. This parameter characterises the isotropic tension in
the fluid interface in the absence of the particles21.
The convective term in the Cahn-Hilliard equation couples the
shape of the interface to the Navier-Stokes equation, which in
turn accounts for the presence of the particles. This term is there-
fore essential.
We assume that the fluids inside and outside of the droplet have
identical viscosity µ, and operate in the low-Reynolds number
limit for which fluid inertia can be neglected.The phase field in
Eq. (1) is advected with the fluid velocity u. This field is calcu-






Fiδ (xi) = 0. (2)
The term ξ ∇φ is the volumetric force produced by the surface
tension of the bare fluid interface (i.e., in the absence of the par-
ticles). The presence of the particles is accounted for by the sum-
mation term, which runs over the N particles present in the com-
putational domain. This term involves delta forces of strength Fi
applied at the center xi of each particle. The summation term rep-
resents the forces exerted by the particles on the bulk fluid and on
the fluid interface. Neglecting particle inertia, and modelling the
hydrodynamic drag using Stokes’ drag law, the particle equation
of motion reads
−6πaµu(i)p = F(i)pi +F
(i)
pp, (3)
where a is the particle radius, u(i)p is the particle velocity, F
(i)
pi is
the capillary adhesion force exert by the fluid interface on the
particle and F(i)pp is the force on particle (i) due to particle-particle
interactions with neighbouring particles. In Stokes’ law we have
neglected the fluid velocity at the particle position, as we have
found that the self-induced fluid velocity due to the particle forc-
ing term in (2) can sometimes affect the particle desorption when
the normal force on the particle is high (corresponding to high
surface pressure values). Ways to mitigate this effect are under
investigation.
For the particle-particle interaction term we have adopted the






















































following linear model :
F(i j)pp =
{
−k(r− rc)ni j, if r < rc
0, if r > rc
(4)
where F(i j)pp is the force on particle i due to particle j, ni j is the
unit vector along the line connecting the centres of particles i
and j (pointing towards j), k is a spring constant quantifying the
strength of the interaction (with units of force per unit length)
and rc is a cut-off length. Linear models are commonly employed
in granular flow simulations to model contact forces between
nominally rigid particles24–26. An ideal hard-core repulsion cor-
responds to the limits k→ ∞ and rc→ 2a.
Our original plan with the simulation was to consider hard-
core repulsion, to mimic steric repulsion between rigid spheri-
cal particles (granular “contact”). However, resolving the parti-
cle dynamics with sharply decaying repulsive forces requires ex-
tremely small computational time steps (even in simulations were
the fluid interface is not present and the Navier-Stokes equation
is not solved). Taking into account the need to simulate a rea-
sonably wide parameter range while keeping the simulation cost
manageable, we have therefore settled for a soft potential, setting
rc = 5a and using finite values of k. Using a soft potential does not
alter the essential physics (although it affects somewhat the de-
gree of lateral order in the interface). This is because buckling
and particle expulsion occur when the lateral and normal forces
reach threshold values, independently from the specific law of
dependence between F(i j)pp and r (see also discussion in Ref.16).
Setting rc to a value significantly larger than 2a has two further
advantages. Firstly, we can simulate the effects of a large sur-
face pressure without reaching maximum surface packing (which
for rc = 2a is about 0.92). This choice enabled us to run with
a smaller number of particles and therefore a smaller computa-
tional overhead. Secondly, using a soft repulsion allows the free-
dom to lower the spring constant. This in turn permits the use of
larger time steps. A crucial advantage of using a linear particle-
particle interaction model is that for a linear model the surface
pressure depend on the surface fraction φs, but is independent
of a/R (the proof is provided in the supporting information S2).
Therefore one can explore the effect of changing a/R while keep-
ing the surface pressure constant. Non-linear models do not have
this feature.




f πγd, if d ≤ dmax
0, if d > dmax
, (5)
where f is a non-dimensional parameter, d is the minimum dis-
tance vector pointing from the particle centre to the zero level set
of the phase field variable φ , d = |d| and dmax is the value of d for
which the particle desorbs from the fluid interface. The level set
indicates the position of the interface, including the capillary dis-
turbance produced by particle i A linear law ∝ γd is expected from
dimensional considerations. Linear laws where the displacement
includes also the capillary bridge holding the particle to the inter-
face have been shown to be approximately valid almost up to the
point of desorption27–29 (where non-linear effects start becoming
important). The length of the capillary bridge at rupture can be a
few times a27–29. However, d is the distance of the particle centre
from the surface φ = 0, not from the undisturbed fluid interface.
Hence we have taken dmax = a. In the current version of FIPI, the
contact-angle dependent shift of the particle centre of mass with
respect to the surface φ = 0 is not accounted for directly, but only
through f .
In our modelling approach, all the information about the
strength of attachment of the particle to the interface is lumped
into f . Physically, this parameters depends on the contact angle,
surface roughness, surface chemical heterogeneity, and on the ra-
tio of particle size to the local curvature of the interface28–30.
An approximate mapping between f and the contact angle that
would ensure that (5) recovers know adsorption energies can be
obtained by calculating the work of desorption corresponding to
(5), ∆E = 12 f πγa
2, and comparing the result to single-particle ad-
sorption energy expressions.
Using ∆E = πγa2(1− |cosθ |)2 2 valid for isolated, chemically-
homogeneous spherical particles on a flat surface we obtain f =
2(1− |cosθ |)2. Taking θ to be the contact angle measured be-
tween the solid surface and the fluid interface on the outside of
the drop, we get f = 0 for θ = 0◦ (particle residing in the outer
liquid and just touching the interface) and f = 2 for θ = 90◦ (par-
ticle straddling the interface in a neutral-wetting configuration).
The expression ∆E = πγa2(1− |cosθ |)2 characterises the energy
of desorption of a particle in the most favourable liquid region.
It is thus not valid to quantify the effect of values of θ > 90◦
(particle mostly immersed in the inner liquid) when desorption is
forced to occur towards the outer liquid. In this case, one should
use the expression ∆E = πγa2(1− cosθ)2. Values f > 2 are thus
physically possible (see detailed discussion in Ref.3). In our prob-
lem values f > 2 would correspond to particles mostly immersed
in the inner liquid being forced to desorb in the outer liquid by
repulsive inter-particle forces. Analytical results for single parti-
cles on curved interfaces of curvature 1/R show that for θ = 90◦
the work to detach a particle from an interface for a/R = 0.01
is roughly 2 times higher than what predicted by the expression
∆E = πγa2(1−|cosθ |)2 29. The mapping between f and θ should
be adjusted accordingly, and would lead to f ' 4 for θ = 90◦. It
should be noted that the work to detach the particles appearing
in the literature typically include the work to deform the capil-
lary bridge that extends between the particle and the undisturbed
fluid interface. Theoretical bounds for f and an accurate analysis
of the dependence of f as defined in (5) on the contact angle for
smooth chemically-homogeneous spheres are under development
and will be presented in a forthcoming publications.
To summarise, the linear expression (5) is a good approxima-
tion of the microscopic physics of particle attachment to fluid in-
terfaces. What is incompletely known is the mapping between f
and particle parameters (contact angle, surface roughness, sur-
face chemical heterogeneity, etc.) for a particle surrounded by
other particles in a particle monolayer. However, in the current
work we are content with exploring the effect of changing f on
the transition between buckling and desorption, regardless of the






















































exact features of this mapping.
Regarding the accuracy of the method, and its ability to cap-
ture experimental features, the following considerations should
be kept in mind. FIPI replaces the effect of the particle on the in-
terface with the normal capillary force exerted by the particle on
the interface. This is an essential feature of the interaction with
particles to fluid interface. However, higher-order modes of the
capillary traction on the fluid interface, which would give rise to
small undulations in the interface very near the particle are not
captured beyond the monopole level. Even with fully-resolved
codes capturing accurately these small features requires a very
large resolution near the particle. Currently, only methods that
mesh the fluid interface as Surface Evolver can ensure an accu-
rate resolution of these features, and only for systems with not
too many particles. Furthermore, capturing in simulation parti-
cle surface effects such as contact line pinning, which have been
proven to be important in experiments14, poses great conceptual
and technical challenges even considering one or few particles.
In our model, contact line pinning would affect the value of the
parameter f , likely making it larger for a given contact angle.
For a fixed Cahn number Cn = ε/L, where L is the domain size,
the non-dimensional parameter controlling the spreading of the




. This parameter is the ratio of the
length scale
√
Mµ characterising the diffusion of the chemical po-
tential ξ to the thickness ε of the fluid interface31–33. Choosing
s requires addressing competing requirements. Large values of
s damp the fluid velocity near the fluid interface, which in turn
leads to a loss of small scale features in the distribution of φ .
Small values of s leave the fluid interface vulnerable to thinning or
thickening under straining flows31. As a compromise, in our sim-
ulations we used s = 0.5, unless specified otherwise. This value
has been chosen based on numerical tests with particle-covered
drops subject to compressive surface stresses: in these tests for s
in the neighborhood of 0.5 the fluid interface thickness was ob-
served to be roughly constant in time and to have approximately
the hyperbolic tangent profile expected near equilibrium. Follow-
ing other authors32,34 we set the Cahn number to Cn = 0.013.
The ratio dx/ε of the mesh size to the interface thickness was
2
√
2/3 ' 0.94 in all simulations. This choice gives about 6 grid
nodes across the region where φ varies from -0.963 and 0.963.
2.1 Simulation procedure
The simulation domain is a cubic box of side L = 3π. Periodic
boundary conditions are enforced along the three orthogonal di-
rections. The governing equations are solved with a standard
Fourier-spectral method, eliminating the pressure p from the mo-
mentum equation by using the incompressibility condition35. We
discretise the domain using 80 nodes in each orthogonal direc-
tion. The fluids inside and outside of the droplet have the same
dynamic viscosity µ. At the start of simulations a spherical droplet
with radius R = 0.8π is placed at the centre of the domain. The
particles are initially distributed uniformly on the surface of the
droplet, by applying a uniform probability distribution to a spher-





R2 is equal to 0.5 in all the simulations.
The surface pressure overaged over the surface of the particle-







where A is the fluid interface surface area, Fmni is the modulus
of the interparticle force between particle m and particle n and
lmni is the corresponding interparticle separation. We calculate
the area by using the software Paraview. This software calculates
the surface area of the iso-surface φ = 0 from the distribution of
the phase-field variable. Paraview is also used to compute the
local interface curvature. From Πs we calculate the total packing
energy Ep of a particle monolayer as
Ep = 2ΠsA. (7)
During the shrinkage of a particle-laden drop or bubble, buck-
ling or desorption occurs when the surface pressure reaches a
threshold value as the surface area decreases8,22,37. Simulating
an increase in surface pressure by reducing the drop volume by
removing mass from the inside of the drop is possible, and we
have explored this possibility in preliminary work. However, this
approach has several disadvantages. First of all, when using a
computational box of finite size the simulated flow velocity is in-
evitably affected by the conditions at the outer boundaries. With
a cubic box and periodic boundary conditions, for example, the
computed velocity field is not spherically symmetric and for an
initially spherical drop this leads to a loss of spherical symmetry
in the phase field distribution that is not due to a buckling in-
stability. Secondly, identifying the rate of volume reduction for
which the process is quasi-steady is challenging. A further disad-
vantage of increasing the surface pressure by reducing the drop
volume is that it is difficult to compare different simulation re-
sults for different values of a/R. For example, when comparing
two simulations for the same initial drop radius but different par-
ticle size, small particles will give buckling for a later time than
larger particles so the droplet radius at the moment of buckling
will be different in the two cases.
We have therefore opted to keep the drop volume constant, and
change the surface pressure by varying k in equation (4). Two
modes of variation of k with time are used (Figure 2):
• Mode 1: k is kept to a constant value k0 throughout the
simulation, where k0 is chosen so that Πs is larger than γ.
To allow the particles to reorganise themselves on the fluid
interface while maintaining a spherical drop, in the initial
part of the simulation, i.e. for t < t i1, , we disable the forc-
ing parameter in the Stokes equation (2). For t i1 < t < t
end
1 ,
where tend1 is the simulation end time, the forcing term Fi is
enabled. In this two-way coupling stage the drop shape is
affected by the particle distribution.
• Mode 2: We slowly increase k from 0 to 2γ, using for sim-
plicity a linear variation. The slow variation of k enables the
particles to reorganise themselves on the surface of the drop
while the surface pressure builds up. In mode 2, the forc-
ing term in equation (2) is enabled at all times. As far as
























































Fig. 2 Modes of variation with time of the inter-particle force parameter
k (eq. 4). For the simulations investigating the time evolution for pure
buckling we used mode 1. For the simulations investigating the effect of
f and a/R we used mode 2.
buckling and desorption are concerned, increasing k in time
is physically equivalent to shrinking the drop, but we avoid
the numerical artefacts mentioned above (see the Support-
ing Information for a numerical test showing the equivalence
of a volume reduction and an increase in surface pressure in
the context of our problem).
For the simulations investigating the time evolution for pure
buckling (in the absence of desorption) we used mode 1. For
these simulations our aim was to evaluate the effect of Πs on the
emergence of buckling. Thus, it was important to keep k, and
thus Πs, constant. The investigations on the effect of f and a/R
were instead carried out by using mode 2.
3 Results
Time evolution of drop morphology for pure buckling (no des-
orption). Threshold surface pressure for buckling. Figure 3
shows the time evolution of the drop shape and of the particle
distribution for an initial surface pressure Πs = 1.5γ. As we are
here interested in the case in which desorption is absent, we set
f to a large value, f = 10, to prevent any significant displace-
ment of the particles from the fluid interface. At the beginning
of the simulation the particles are randomly distributed on the
surface of the drop (Figure 3A). Following an initial transient, in
which the particles rearrange themselves on the surface of the
drop, a regular particle microstructure characterised by a domi-
nant hexagonal arrangement emerges (Figure 3B)38. After some
time the drop loses its spherical shape and buckles (Figures 3C
and D).
To quantify the precise time instant at which the buckling in-
stability develops, we have examined the total packing energy of
the monolayer Ep (eq. 7) and the corresponding drop surface
area A. The time evolution of Ep and A, and the time derivative
of these quantities, are shown in Figures 4a and b. The labels A,
B, C, and D indicate the time instants corresponding to the drop
morphologies of Figure 3.
Owing to the initial reorganisation of the particles, from time
instant A to B the packing energy decreases, but the surface area
remains unchanged. This is expected, because between time in-
stants A and B the one-way coupling regime (t < t1 in Fig. 2),
which gives a spherical drop shape, is used. At time instant B,
the two-way coupling is switched on. A buckling process char-
acterised by a simultaneous decrease in the packing energy and
an increase in the surface area begins. The time derivative of
the surface area dA′/dt ′ (primes denote non-dimensional quanti-
ties) reaches its maximum approximately in correspondence to
the time instant C. The decrease in Ep and the increase in A
are apparently synchronised, with the peak value of dA′/dt ′ just
slightly lagging behind that of dE ′p/dt
′. At the time instant D, both
E ′p and A
′ reach a steady state. Interestingly, both ratios converge
exactly to the same value. This is due to the fact that the steady





E ′p = A
′ as Πs→ γ ).
We define the buckling time Tb as the time instant for which
dA′/dt ′ has a peak. We have calculated Tb for different values of
Πs/γ. The results are shown in Figure 5.
The first observation is that all the data points lie in the region
Πs > γ. For Πs < γ, the particle-covered interface is in a state
of tension, and therefore buckling cannot occur. For Πs > γ the
buckling time diverges as Πs approaches γ from above, and de-
crease as Πs increases. These features can be rationalised with a
simple model. For Πs > γ the particle-covered interface is subject
to a compressive surface stress of magnitude Πs−γ. Equating the
capillary force ∼ (Πs− γ)R acting on the drop surface to the vis-
cous force ∼ µUR resisting the motion of the interface, the char-
acteristic normal interfacial velocity U during the evolution of the
buckling instability is of O((Πs− γ)/µ). Estimating Tb as the time





As seen in figure 5, equation (5) describes the trend of the simu-
lation data remarkably well with no fitting parameters.


























































Fig. 3 Time evolution of drop morphology and particle distribution for
f = 10, a/R = 0.02 and Πs/γ = 1.5. The labels A, B, C, and D correspond
to different times (compare with Fig. 4).
Expression (8) shows that buckling can be an extremely slow
process when Πs is only slightly larger than γ. This observation
is crucial for simulation studies. When simulating particle-laden























Fig. 4 (a) Time history of the non-dimensional packing energy and sur-
face area. (b) Time history of the non-dimensional rates of change of
Ep and A with respect to time. Primes indicate dimensionless variables:
t ′ = tγ/(Rµ), A′ = A/A0 and E ′p = Ep/(2A0γ), where A0 is the initial drop
surface area
lations to identify the onset of buckling with precision, as we have
learned through direct experience. A drop, for example, may be
declared not to buckle, when in fact the simulation has just not
been run for a sufficiently long time. In our work, we have used
eq. (5) as an important practical guideline to choose the duration
of the simulations.
We have found that Tb converges accurately to the value pre-
dicted by equation (8) as the numerical parameter s→ to 0 while
keeping the fluid interface thickness ε constant. This result, which
is related to numerical aspects of the phase-field method, is pre-
sented in the Supporting Information.
Effect of non-dimensional adhesion strength. In this sec-
tion we examine the effect of the parameter f appearing in the
particle-interface interaction model (5). This non-dimensional





































































Fig. 5 Normalised buckling time vs. normalised initial surface pressure
for f = 10.0. The solid line is the proposed model equation (8). The
numerical parameter s is here set to 0.01.
quantity is proportional to the work necessary to remove a par-
ticle from the fluid interface, normalised by the capillary energy
scale γa2. It can also be interpreted as the work of adhesion of the
particle monolayer to the fluid interface normalised with the sur-
face tension. Indeed, the energy associated to N particle-interface
capillary bonds distributed over an area A is Etot = N 12 f πa
2γ, thus
the work of adhesion is Γ = ns 12 f πa
2γ where ns = N/A is the parti-
cle surface number density. Introducing the surface area fraction
φs = nsπa2, we have Γγ =
1
2 f φs. For identical spheres near maxi-
mum packing, the surface fraction is close to 1 (φs ' 0.9239), thus
Γ
γ
' 12 f .
The effect of changing f on the drop morphology is illustrated
in Figure 6. The figure shows the shape of the drop and the cor-
responding particle distribution for selected times. In this figure
f is varied from 1 to 4, two limits that are representative of weak
and strong adhesion when f is mapped to the contact angle (see
discussion in Sec. 2 to understand why we can set f > 2).
For f = 1.0 the particles are seen to desorb collectively from
the fluid interface for non-dimensional time t ′ < 209. Uniform
desorption of nanoparticles upon pendant drop compression was
reported in the experiment of Ref.8. In that experiment the des-
orbed particles formed a thin halo adjacent to the drop surface.
The halo slowly diffused outwards owing to Brownian motion.
The particles eventually were swept by gravity towards the drop’s
bottom apex. In our simulations Brownian forces and gravity are
not accounted for, so the particles remain close to the fluid in-
terface after desorption. In Fig. 6a the particle layer appear to
be diffused. This effect is simply due to the repulsion between
the desorbed particles and the particles that are just undergoing
desorption.
For intermediate adhesion strength, f = 2, no desorption is ob-
served. The particle-covered fluid interface buckles, producing












(g) t ′ = 209 (h) t ′ = 278 (i) t ′ = 306
Fig. 6 Time evolution of the monolayer morphology for a/R= 0.02, s= 0.5
and different values of f . The particles are colored according to their
signed distance from the fluid interface (red: outside of the drop; blue:
inside of the drop; grey: embedded in the fluid interface).
larger adhesion strength, f = 4, the fluid interface buckles creat-
ing wrinkles qualitatively similar to those obtained for f = 2. A
notable difference between the simulations for f = 2 and f = 4 is
that for f = 4 the ridge of one of the surface folds breaks up locally
(figure 6i). This breakup is likely due to the larger out-of-plane
particle displacement allowed by smaller values of f .
Figure 7 provides a detailed view of the structure of the par-
ticle monolayer for f = 1 and f = 4. For f = 4 the adhesion be-
tween the particles and the fluid interface is strong. As a con-
sequence the particles form a smooth monolayer that conforms
closely to the fluid interface. For f = 1 the displacement of the
particles from the fluid interface is instead larger. Neighbouring
particles tend to reside on different sides of the fluid interface,
forming small-scale undulations of amplitude ∼ a having char-
acteristic width ` also comparable to a. We define this type of
particle monolayer structure, characterised by small-wavelength
small-amplitude out-of-plane particle displacement of the parti-
cles, particle-scale monolayer undulations. Desorption appears to
be highly correlated with the emergence of this feature.
Small-amplitude out-of-plane particle displacements were also
reported in recent experiments13,14. In the experiments with
particle-covered bubbles of Ref.14, particle-scale monolayer un-
dulations were analysed with the help of a simple mathematical
model. The model showed particle-scale undulations to be due
to a small-wavelength mode of buckling, where the mechanical
work performed by the surface pressure is balanced by the restor-
ing elastic force∼ γa associated with the microscopic out-of-plane






















































(a) f = 4 (b) f = 1
(c) Smooth buckling (d) Particle-scale undulations
Fig. 7 Top: Enlarged views of monolayer configuration for t ′ = 139. The
case f = 1 (fig. b) is the enlarged view of fig. 6a, focusing on the near-
interface region. The meaning of the colours is as in fig. 6. Bottom:
schematics of monolayer configurations corresponding to the simulation
results of the top panel.
displacement of the particles. In the experiments with particle-
covered drops of Ref.13, “accordion patterns” of amplitude ∼ a
in the particle monolayer were also described. The origin of the
accordion patters was assumed to be small differences in parti-
cle size or contact angle between neighbouring particles. The
surface pressure would be responsible for amplifying the initial
out-of-plane displacement. This effect was indicated as a source
of compressional elasticity of the monolayer near maximum pack-
ing.
The visualisations of figure 8 compare particle monolayer con-
figurations before and after desorption for f = 1 and f = 2. These
visualisations reveal that the particle monolayers display particle-
scale undulations both before and after desorption. When f = 1,
the particle monolayer is undulated at small scales without the
fluid interface showing signatures of “large-scale” (∼ R) buckling.
For f = 2, the particle monolayer produced particle-scale undula-
tions only after the fluid interface had buckled significantly. The
emergence of particle-scale undulations thus does not necessary
follow from “large-scale” buckling, as particle-scale undulations
can be superimposed onto a spherical or a buckled interface.
A strong correlation between particle-scale undulations and
desorption is expected from consideration of the magnitude of
the force exerted on a given particle in the direction normal to
the fluid interface. This normal force is due to the lateral forces
exerted by neighbouring particles. For a particle residing on
a monolayer having local curvature C , simple geometric argu-











(c) t ′ = 334 (d) t ′ = 361
Fig. 8 Enlarged views of particle desorption events for different values
of f and a/R = 0.02. The panels on the left and on the right refer to
before and after desorption, respectively. For the particles bound to the
interface, the meaning of the colours is as in fig. 6. Desorbed particles
are coloured in dark red.
where Nc is the local coordination number and Ft ' 2πΠsa is
the average tangential inter-particle force (in the derivation we
have assumed aC  1 to obtain the dominant-order scaling).
For a buckled monolayer, the observed wavelength λ ∼ R gives
F ' 12 NcFt aR . For a monolayer displaying particle-scale undula-
tions - whether long-wavelength buckling occurs or not - the ob-
served wavelength λ ∼ ` gives F ' 12 NcFt a` to leading order. Re-
calling that `∼ a, the local normal force acting locally on the parti-
cles in the case of particle-scale undulations is thus O(R/a) larger
than for buckling. Because a R, the normal force in the case
of a monolayer presenting particle-scale undulations can thus be
much larger, for the same value of the surface pressure, than in
the case of a monolayer presenting smooth folds. The coupling
between normal force and curvature is thus a mechanism that
predicts enhanced probability of desorption as a/R increases.
Effect of size ratio. The visualisations in figure 9 show the ef-
fect of changing a/R on the drop morphology for a/R = 0.01, 0.04
and 0.08. A morphological transition occurs as a/R is increased,
from a buckled drop shape for a/R = 0.01 to an almost spherical
drop shape for 0.08. This qualitative observation is confirmed in






a function of a/R (V is the volume of the region comprised within
the fluid interface and A the surface area of this region). The
sphericity parameter is defined so that the larger the deviation
from a spherical shape, the smaller the value of Ψ. A perfectly
spherical shape corresponds to Ψ = 1.
The critical range of values of a/R for which the transition oc-
curs, and how strong the dependence of Ψ on a/R is, depend






















































sensitively on f . For f = 2 a transition from an almost spherical
(Ψ ' 0.95) to a non-spherical shape occurs for a/R in the range
0.03−0.05. As f increases, the transition becomes less sharp, the
maximum value of Ψ is reduced, and the critical range of values
of a/R for which the most marked change in Ψ occurs shifts to
the right. The possibility of observing of a spherical shape despite
the surface pressure value Πs > γ is easy to explain. For relatively
small values of f , the particles can release the surface stress by
moving slightly outwards towards larger value of d. This dis-
placement reduces the surface pressure below the buckling value
Πs = γ, hence the drop maintains a spherical shape. Of course,
this effect is only possible if Πs is only slightly larger than γ. How-
ever, we have found from the simulations that values of Πs sig-
nificantly larger than γ are difficult to obtain when particle-scale
undulations take place, because the particles tend to desorb be-
fore such relatively large surface pressure values are reached.
The results in figure 9 and 10 give an indication of the over-
all shape of the drop, but do not characterise the displacement
of the particle monolayer surface from the fluid interface. To ad-
dress this point, we show in figure 11 the mean value 〈d〉 and
standard deviation dstd =
(〈
(d−〈d〉)2
〉)1/2 of the out-of-plane
displacement d. These statistics are computed by averaging, for a
fixed time tγ/(Rµ) = 278, over all the particles in the monolayer.
Figure 11a shows that the mean value of the displacement in-
creases with a/R. Equation (9) indicates that a linear relation
holds between the average value of F and the average value of
C , which in turn would suggest 〈d〉a ∝ a/R (the restoring capillary
force in our model is linear in the displacement). A linear rela-
tion between 〈d〉a and a/R indeed holds, although approximately,
suggesting the validity of eq. (9) in an average sense.
The standard deviation of the displacement also increases with
a/R (figure 11b). This effect is stronger for f = 2 than for f = 4,
so it cannot be attributed to ∼ R buckling. It is the manifesta-
tion of the appearance of small-scale undulations in the particle
monolayer.
Interestingly, the amplitude of the particle-scale undulations,
as measured by dstd/a, appear to increase with a/R. Thin elas-
tic sheets on curved substrates develop buckling patterns whose
amplitude and spatial distribution depend on the substrate cur-
vature40. From a continuum perspective, a particle-covered drop
can be viewed as an incompressible thin sheet (the particle mono-
layer) adhered to a soft curved surface (the drop), so a depen-
dence of the amplitude and wavelength of the buckling pattern
on the curvature of the drop is conceivable.
In figure 12a we examine effect of changing a/R on the time
evolution of the non-dimensional surface area A′ = A/A0. We
consider a/R = 0.03, 0.04 and 0.05. This is the range of values
of a/R for which the largest variation in the sphericity param-
eter and dstd is observed. For t ′ < 200, roughly, A′ is constant.
For this range of values of t ′ the inter-particle force parameter k
increases, following the linear variation of mode 2, but because
the surface pressure does not exceed the buckling threshold the
drop remains spherical. For t ′ > 200, A′ increases, indicating that
Πs > γ. The non-dimensional surface area decreases after reach-
ing a maximum that depends on a/R. This decrease is due to
(a) a/R = 0.01
(b) a/R = 0.04
(c) a/R = 0.08
Fig. 9 Surface morphology for different values of a/R and f = 2.0. The
time instant is tγ/(Rµ) = 278. The fluid interface is coloured according to
its local curvature.
































































Fig. 10 Sphericity parameter as a function of a/R for different value of f
and tγ/(Rµ) = 278.
particle desorption, which enables the drop to slowly recover the
original spherical shape.
The visualisations of figure 12b show the drop shape and the
monolayer configuration for the time instant for which A′ has a
peak. These figures show that the monolayer displays particle-
scale undulations before desorption (red and blue colours refer
to particles inside and outside the monolayer).
Although figure 12b and others presented in this paper do not
strictly speaking prove a causality relation between particle-scale
monolayer undulations and desorption, a strong correlation be-
tween these events appear to exist. A particle-level mechanisms
exists. For a fixed value of Πs/γ, particle-scale monolayer undu-
lations increases the normal force on each particle due to local
particle monolayer curvature effects, and this makes particle ex-
pulsion more likely.
4 Discussion
The simulation results presented in the previous sections suggest
a complex dependence of the drop morphology and desorption
dynamics on the non-dimensional parameters Πs/γ, a/R and f , of
which we have explored only a few selected values. In figure 13
we propose a configuration diagram that could help understand
this dependence for a broader range of parameter values.
For buckling to occur the surface pressure induced by the par-
ticles must be larger than the bare surface tension γ (Figure 13a).
This is true whatever the value of f . Buckling for values of Πs
smaller than γ has been reported for Langmuir trough experi-
ments, but this effect has been ascribed to cohesiveness (which
implies attractive inter-particle interactions, which are absent in
our simulation) or to experimental difficulties in measuring the
“true” surface pressure10. These difficulties are associated to
many factors, including the fact that in Langmuir trough exper-
iments the deformation is uni-directional, the surface pressure
probe can disturb the surface displacement field, and the film can
deform plastically.



































Fig. 11 Statistics of the out-of-plane displacement field d for tγ/(Rµ) =
278: (a) average; (b) standard deviation.
Πs < γ are particle-scale undulations in the monolayer or par-
ticle desorption. Desorption tend to occur when f is relatively
small (see e.g. the uniform desorption of figure 6), because in this
case the particles are very weakly attached to the fluid interface.
Particle-scale undulations in the monolayer can occur for interme-
diate values of f . In this case, even though Πs is smaller than γ
the surface pressure can be sufficiently large to push the particles
slightly out of the plane of the fluid interface. Particle-scale mono-
layer undulations tend to be negligible for large values of f when
Πs < γ. In this case the particle-covered drop remains spherical
and the particle monolayer conforms closely to the spherical drop
surface.
For Πs > γ, two limiting behaviours separated by an intermedi-
ate regime can arise. Particle desorption takes place for “small”
values of f . Pure buckling takes place for “large” values of f
(in this case the monolayer is strongly bound to the fluid inter-
face, so the surface pressure can only be released by out-of-plane



































































(b) a/R = 0.03 (c) a/R = 0.04 (d) a/R = 0.05
Fig. 12 (a) Time evolution of the normalised surface area A′ = A/A0
for different values of a/R and f = 2.0. The surface area is normalised
by its initial value A0. Time is normalised by the capillary time scale
t ′ = tγ/(Rµ). (b)-(d) Cross-sectional views of particle monolayer and fluid
interface for different values of a/R. For each value of a/R, the time in-
stant chosen correspond to just before the onset of desorption. Particles
are coloured according to their signed distances from the fluid interface.
buckling of the particle-covered fluid interface). An intermedi-
ate behaviour characterised by smooth buckling superimposed on
particle-scale monolayer undulations tend to occur. The diffuse
transition region corresponding to this intermediate behaviour is
indicated in yellow in Fig. 13. In the transition region f is not
small enough to give particle desorption, but is sufficiently small
to allow a significant particle displacement from the fluid inter-
face.
As a surface pressure is increased for a fixed intermediate value
of f , first particle-scale undulations appear (the yellow region
is transversed) and then surface desorption occurs. Therefore,
particle-scale undulations are a precursor to desorption in a pro-
cess in which the surface pressure is increased.
The range of critical values of f separating desorption from
pure buckling should somewhat depend on the surface pressure.
Equation (9) suggests that the critical value of the normal force
giving desorption, f γa, is reached for f ∼ Πs
γ
a
R . This estimate sug-
gests a linear relation between f and Πs in the transition region
(this estimate assumes uniform interface curvature, and is thus
just a rough approximation). In the absence of more information,
we indicate the transition region as a diffuse region around a line
in the Πs− f plane.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 13 Configurational diagrams of the qualitative dependence of the
monolayer configuration on: (a) Πs/γ and f , for intermediate and small
values of a/R ; (b) Πs/γ and a/R, for intermediate and large values of f .
In (b) the continuous line (black) represents the particle monolayer and
the dashed line (red) represents the fluid interface.






















































Figure 6 suggests a significant morphological transition for f
between 1 and 2. Assuming ∆E = πγa2(1− |cosθ |)2, this range
of values for f correspond to a relatively small change in contact
angle, between 72◦ and 90◦. This result suggests that different ex-
periments with slightly different contact angles could give widely
different outcomes when one examines the occurrence of buck-
ling versus desorption.
For Πs > γ the particle monolayer displays different surface pat-
terns depending on the value a/R (Figure 13b). In the case of
“small" values of a/R, the simulations suggest a pure buckling
pattern characterised by long-wavelength λ ∼ R folds. For “large"
values of a/R the overall shape of the drop is spherical, and the
monolayer displays particle-scale undulations with a characteris-
tic wavelength λ ∼ a (as in Fig. 9c). A mixed behaviour (not
illustrated in Figure 13b) may occur for intermediate values of
a/R, whereby particle-scale monolayer undulations are accompa-
nied by smooth buckling. This physical picture is characteristic
of intermediate and large values of f . For small values of f the
particles will desorb and the drop will remain spherical.
Unlike in the Surface Evolver simulation of Abkarian et al.16
in our simulation we do not observe faceting. An explanation is
the different in size ratio: their simulations focus on a/R ' 0.1 (
a/R∼ 0.13 in their paper), while we considered much smaller size
ratios (up to a/R ≤ 0.08). Finite-size particle effects on capillar-
ity, which are important when a/R is relatively large, are incom-
pletely resolved in our model. In FIPI the effect of each particles
on the fluid interface is replaced by a force, thus small-scale un-
dulation of the interface near the particles tend to be smoothened
out. In addition, the FIPI method is plagued by numerical insta-
bilities when a/R > 0.1 and the surface pressure is relatively large
so we were not able to explore the large a/R range.
If the desorption process involves many neighbouring par-
ticles simultaneously, the detachment of a particle monolayer
from a fluid interface is akin to a buckling-induced delamina-
tion between two continuous sheets. The difficulty in applying
continuum-level results41–43 to particle desorption is the granu-
lar nature of the particle monolayer, which makes the desorption
dynamics sensitive to the presence of defects, and the stress in the
monolayer non-uniform and difficult to predict.
5 Conclusions
We have presented simulations with the FIPI method21 of the
compression of a particle-covered drop to understand the parame-
ters affecting the change in morphology of the particle monolayer
and of the fluid interface, and the conditions leading to particle
desorption. The simulations are analysed as a function of the non-
dimensional capillary adhesion strength f , the particle-to-drop
size ratio a/R and the ratio Πs/γ between the particle-induced
surface pressure and the bare surface tension. The qualitative
dependence on these parameters suggested by the simulations is
illustrated in figure 13 and discussed in Sec. 4.
A general conclusion from our observation is that particle des-
orption is always associated to relatively low values of f . This
conclusion agrees with the results of Langmuir trough experi-
ments on planar interfaces9,10. In experiments, low values of
f are the result of contact angles values for which the particle re-
sides mostly in the subphase. While it could be assumed that con-
tact angles for which the particle resides mostly in the superphase
could also give desorption, gravity can keep the particles close to
the interface10, reducing the probability of observing desorption.
In our model gravity is absent, but the curvature of the drop intro-
duces an asymmetry, causing the particles to be expelled mostly
from the interior of the drop outwards.
Particle-scale undulations are important to trigger desorption.
For a given surface pressure, the normal force due to smooth
buckling is F ∝ 1/R. In contrast, particle scale undulations give
F ∝ 1/a 1/R. The large local curvature associated to particle-
scale undulations thus produces large normal forces, increasing
the probability of desorption.
Our simulations are carried out under ideal conditions: the par-
ticles have identical size, identical wetting properties ( f is con-
stant), and can slide freely past each other because of the absence
of tangential inter-particle interactions. As a consequence, under
a spherically symmetric compression of the drop (mimicked in out
simulation through an increase in Πs), the properties of a point in
the monolayer surface are identical in an average sense to those
of any other point. The uniformity of particle properties and the
isotropic geometry of the drop lead to a relatively uniform and
isotropic small-scale surface pattern. In contrast, under realistic
experimental conditions it is expected that particle size polydis-
persity, small differences in contact angle, and non-uniform inter-
particle interactions, will lead to a more inhomogeneous particle-
scale undulation pattern.
A significant contribution of our work is the exploration of cur-
vature effects. We found that relatively large values of a/R favour
the emergence of particle-scale monolayer undulations , which
in turn tend to produce desorption when the surface pressure in-
creases. Small values of a/R tend to produce pure buckling. This
result is in qualitative agreement with the observations accompa-
nying figure 1.
The results of the current work are valid for quasi-static sit-
uations. Experiments report buckling and particle expulsion
in highly-dynamic situations in which time-dependent pressure
fields change the shape of particle-covered bubbles1,44. In these
situations both the particle and the fluid inertia are important.
Particle inertia provides an additional normal force on each par-
ticle which adds to the normal force due to repulsive particle-
particle interactions discussed in the current paper. The motion
of the fluid will affect the particle positions and potentially com-
press locally the particle monolayer (due to changes in surface
area owing to hydrodynamic stresses, or due to converging sur-
face velocity streamlines45). The relevance of our work to these
situations need to be examined carefully, as the conclusion will
depend on the relative importance of interfacial and fluid forces.
In addition to the parameters explored in the current work, a
variety of additional factors - some of them already mentioned -
could play a role in the transition between buckling and desorp-
tion, such as polydispersity in particle size, differences in contact
angle, the presence of inter-particle adhesion or the effect of grav-
ity. Our results suggest that these factors, while potentially impor-
tant, are not necessary to observe a transition. With FIPI we have
carried out some initial numerical experiments introducing inter-






















































particle attraction and tangential inter-particle forces in addition
to short range repulsion, to mimic cohesive particle layers. These
initial tests reveal that the system’s behaviour is much more com-
plex than for pure repulsion, because with attractive interactions
the surface stress can become non-uniform even when the drop
is spherical. This features makes the theoretical analysis of the
problem extremely challenging. Exploring cohesive monolayers
is a worthwhile pursuit for future investigations.
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